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Abstract. Is vote miscount detectable in the United States? In the United States, there is no
federal right to public access of records in order to evaluate electoral outcome accuracy.
Most U.S. states individually, also, lack such a right and tally votes using trade secret
software without publicly reporting detailed election data by vote type and location and
without conducting publicly verifiable post-election manual audits of election outcome
accuracy. Thus, a limited number of statistical methods are available for detecting patterns
consistent with vote miscount. This paper develops a statistical method for estimating the
rates of vote miscount and relative exit poll response bias that are consistent with precinct-
level patterns of discrepancies between exit poll and election results. Simulations show the
method recovers direction and magnitude of vote shift and relative response bias parameters.
This method can be used by anyone having access to precinct-level exit poll and election
results data to detect possible vote miscount. Analysis of the 2004 Ohio U.S. Presidential
election reveals discrepancies consistent with sufficient vote miscount to have altered the
outcome of the 2004 United States Presidential election.

Keywords: Exit Poll Discrepancy, Poll Response Bias, Ohio 2004 United States Presidential
Election, Detecting Vote Miscount and Poll Response Bias.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses the issue of detecting what combination of partisan vote
miscount or response bias are most likely to have caused a pattern of discrepancies
between reported election and exit poll results. In the United States, to a large
extent, states enact their own election laws, regulations, and procedures. Voting
machine testing commissioned by the Secretaries of State of California and Ohio
found widely used voting machines have major engineering and security
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vulnerabilities.2 Election results, especially in close contests, are susceptible to
various types of outcome-altering miscount. In addition to unintended errors,
ample technical and procedural opportunities exist for illicit vote manipulation,
including substituting, losing, spoiling, or stuffing ballots; electronically switching
votes from one candidate to another while votes are cast; or failing to transfer,
count, or record votes for a candidate.3

Vote miscount can be caused by innocent error or deliberate vote fraud. Vote
fraud ranges from retail fraud carried out by individual poll workers or election
officials to wholesale fraud carried out by trade secret software in electronic vote
casting and counting systems. In the United States precinct-level reconciliation of
votes cast with the number of voters recorded in poll books and bipartisan
assignment of poll workers discourages retail-level ballot box stuffing in the polls.

2 In July 2007, California Secretary of State Debra Bowen released a Top-To-Bottom Review
of voting systems used in California. In a very short time period, the security teams were “able
to break into every tested machine, and the source code teams found major security holes
in all the machines (Jones and Simons, 2012)[p. 181].” In December 2007, Ohio Secretary
of State Jennifer Brunner released the EVEREST (Evaluation & Validation of Election-
Related Equipment, Standards & Testing) study confirming the findings of the California
Top-to-Bottom Review (Jones and Simons, 2012, p. 208). Matt Blaze, leader of a group
analyzing Sequoia’s source code, wrote, “Without radical changes to the software and
architecture, it’s not clear that a practical strategy that provides acceptable security even
exists” (Jones and Simons, 2012)[p. 211].

3 Security is most at risk from those who handle ballots and election records or operate and
maintain election and voting systems. Computer Scientist Doug Jones, in an email to the
author on Sept. 1, 2012, said, “Even if our elections are actually honest because our election
officials and election equipment vendors are genuinely honest and trustworthy, reliance on
trust in non-verifiable vote counting technology is bad for two reasons: First, it creates an
environment where, once a dishonest person gains control, there is no way of quickly
detecting that fact, and second, it sets a dangerous precedent where officials in corrupt
jurisdictions can say ’what are you complaining about? We are using the same vote counting
methods you use.” Professor Jones was on the Iowa Board of Examiners for Voting
Machines and Electronic Voting Systems from 1994 to 2004, chairing the board from Fall
1999 to early 2003. He testified at the U.S. Civil Rights Commission hearings in Tallahassee
on Jan. 11, 2001, and his statements on voting technology problems have been quoted by
the New York Times, the Fort Lauderdale Sun Sentinel, Scientific American, the Chronicle
of Higher Education and others; he has been a guest on NPR Science Friday and several
other radio programs. Jones testified before the House Science Committee on May 22, 2001,
along with witnesses from MIT, Bryn Mawr College and the National Institute of Standards
and Technology. When the Federal Election Commission came out with the draft of what
became the 2002 Voting System Standards Jones became heavily involved in the review of
those standards, leading to his testimony before the Federal Election Commission on April
17, 2002. Jones is one of the principal investigators for the NSF-funded project A Center
for Correct, Usable, Reliable, Auditable, and Transparent Elections (ACCURATE); and
recently published the book Broken Ballots: Will Your Vote Count?.
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Mail-in ballots may be particularly susceptible to manipulation. The statistical
method proposed herein is designed to detect the more systematic partisan vote shift
of the type that could be generated by trade secret electronic vote tallying software
administered by private companies.

Election pollsters are under pressure to accurately predict reported election
results and to provide data matching the reported results for demographic analysis
after each election. Pollsters routinely adjust their methods to avoid inconsistencies
between poll and reported election results (DeBell and Cowden, 2010).4 There are
three types of exit poll survey results based on randomly selected voters leaving the
polls: (1) raw responses to poll questionnaires that are not publicly released, (2)
preliminary exit poll results from demographically weighted samples proportionally
matching the composition of the electorate that may be released on election night
after polls first close, and (3) weighted exit poll samples adjusted to force the results
to match reported election results that are usually released by the next day.

Table 1: 2008 CNN exit poll results for returning voters from 2004.

Total Obama McCain Other/No Answer

Kerry (37%) 89% 9% 2%
Bush (46%) 17% 82% 1%
Someone else (4%) 66% 24% 10%
Did not vote (13%) 71% 27% 2%

Sources: http://www.cnn.com/ELECTION/2008/results/president/

http://www.cnn.com/ELECTION/2008/results/polls/#val=USP00p3

Table 2: 2008 CNN estimated vs. actual returning 2004 voters

2004 candidates Kerry Bush Other No vote

a 2008 total voters (Leip) 131,463,122

b CNN 2004 returning voter rate (table 1) 37% 46% 4% 13%

c CNN 2004 returning voters (ab) 48,641,355 60,473,036 5,258,525 17,090,206

d 2004 actual voters (Leip) 59,028,439 62,040,610 1,224,499

e 2008 alive voters (Charnin, 2010) (.965d) 56,974,249 59,881,597 1,181,886

% 2004 returning voters (c/e) 85.4% 101.0% 444.9%

Not possible X X

Note: Arithmetic calculations show the final CNN adjusted 2008 exit poll sample gives
unlikely numbers for returning 2004 Bush voters and impossible numbers for 2004
returning voters who voted for other 2004 candidates.

4 See http://electionmathematics.org/Supplementary/NEPmethodsStatement2007-4.pdf for a
preserved copy.
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The practice of adjusting exit and opinion poll samples, forcing them to match
reported election results, is done despite the fact that United States election results’
accuracy rarely is verified or independently audited in most states. Arithmetic
shows (see tables 1 and 2) the process of adjusting poll samples to match election
results creates seemingly impossible results, such as more than 100% of voters who
voted for candidates in a prior election returning to vote for candidates in the current
election.5  One probable cause of such inconsistency is incorrect officially reported
election results.

Based on prior exit polling, opinion pollsters use screening questions to
implement “likely voter models,” eliminating or down-weighting respondents
considered less likely to vote. Likely voter models may consider voter registration
status, party ID, age, race, political interest level, prior voting, knowledge of polling
place location, etc. (Blumenthal, 2004; Simon and O’Dell, 2011). The Washington
Post, for example, adjusts percentages of self-identified Democrats and Republicans
“by partially weighting to bring the percentages of those groups to within three
percentage points of their proportion of the electorate, as measured by national exit
polls of voters in the last three Presidential elections” (Blumenthal, 2004). The
American National Election Studies, based at the University of Michigan, adjusts
its academic opinion poll survey samples to conform to previous reported election
results that were to the right of weighted exit polls (DeBell and Cowden, 2010, p.3).

The practice of forcing opinion and exit polls to match unverified election
results creates the possibility that, if election results are being surreptitiously
manipulated to favor of one political party over another, each election creates new
benchmarks for the next election that would hide an ever-increasing trend of
fraudulent election results favoring one political party. Opinion and exit polls based
on reported vote tallies could become increasingly skewed over time.

Both exit polls and reported vote tallies attempt to measure the same
underlying quantity – the unobservable partisan vote share – but have entirely
different sources of error: Exit poll error stems from partisan poll response rate
differences; Reported cast vote tally error from miscount due to innocent error or
deliberate fraud. Using algebraic derivation and maximum likelihood estimation,
this paper develops and describes a quantitative model mirroring real-life
relationships among the unobservable components potentially contributing to

5 Richard Charnin noticed the adjusted 2004 and 2008 Presidential exit poll sample results in
implausible or impossible rates of returning 2000 and 2004 voters, consistent with over-
sampling Republican and under-sampling Democratic voters necessary to force exit polls to
match election results (Charnin, 2010). The 2012 Presidential exit polls cut back on the
number of states polled and omitted the returning voter question.
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observable discrepancies between officially reported election result and exit poll
shares. The goal is to create a timely method for estimating the relative contributions
of random sampling error, exit poll response bias, and vote miscount causing the
discrepancies between weighted, but unadjusted, exit poll results and reported
election results prior to official certification of election outcomes.

2. LITERATURE ON DETECTING VOTE MISCOUNT

Whereas, in the United States, the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 provides
for a public right to access “electoral records necessary to evaluate the currency and
accuracy of voter registration records”, there is no similar federal right for the public
to access records necessary to evaluate the currency and accuracy of reported
election results. Without public access to electoral records necessary to judge the
accuracy of election outcomes, those concerned with electoral outcome integrity
are limited to statistical methods that detect patterns consistent with vote miscount
or ballot manipulation (Baiman and Dopp, 2006; Charnin, 2010; Fukumoto and
Horiuchi, 2011; Myagkov et al., 2009; Simon and O’Dell, 2011). Such statistical
forensics run the gamut, from examining turnout rates, weighted exit poll responses,
and pre-election opinion polls, to comparing vote tallies counted in different
locations, at different times, for different ballot items, or produced by different
technologies.

United States political scientists have infrequently employed statistical means
to detect patterns consistent with unobservable vote manipulation. However, Wand
et al. used statistical methods to support an argument that the intent of more than
2,000 voters was to cast votes for Albert Gore, not to cast votes for Pat Buchanan
in Palm Beach County, Florida in the 2000 U.S. Presidential election (Wand et al.,
2001). Two thousand is a number greater than the winning Bush margin. To argue
that voter confusion in response to the poorly designed Butterfly ballot caused voter
intent to be miscast for Buchanan rather than Gore, these scholars compared vote
tallies for polling place versus absentee ballots in different counties in Florida, and,
also, compared vote tallies for different candidates within Palm Beach County.
Perhaps due to such voter confusion, one of several seminal events altering the
outcome of the 2000 Presidential election, some U.S. politics scholars have focused
on issues of voting technology user-interface, urging the adoption of electronic
voting systems and ignoring computer scientists’ warnings about the lack of
auditability of electronic anonymously-cast ballot voting systems (Alvarez et al.,
2001; Gerken, 2009; Herrnson et al., 2008). We do know, however, the 2000
Presidential election outcome did not reflect the will of Florida voters due to the
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over 50,000 disenfranchised voters in mostly Democratic-leaning areas who were
barred from voting because they had been incorrectly removed from voter rolls by
Kathryn Harris, Florida Secretary of State, if their names were similar to names on
lists of convicted felons obtained from Florida and several other states. The United
States Congress later passed the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requiring that, in
the future, provisional ballots be made available to voters who believe they have the
right to vote but do not appear on the voting rolls.

A 2008 compendium, Election Fraud - Detecting and Deterring Electoral
Manipulation, focuses primarily on voter, rather than vote, fraud, but includes
several proposed statistical methods for detecting vote miscount, most claiming to
provide evidence supporting a lack of vote manipulation. In it, Mebane proposes
using Benford’s Law of 2nd digits (Mebane Jr., 2008). However, he acknowledges
“the 2BL test is ... insensitive to some kinds of distortions that we know affected
many votes” such as the tens of thousands of votes lost to under and over-votes in
the Florida 2000 election” and “cannot detect all kinds of fraud, and significant 2BL
test results may occur even when vote counts are in no way fraudulent” (Mebane
Jr., 2008, p.176-7). Shikano and Mack find, “we expect more deviation from
BenfordÕs Law when having a homogeneous distribution and a lot of observations
above 100.” Thus, there are circumstances, ranges of vote counts, and types of vote
manipulations where the 2BL-test is inappropriate or ineffective (Shikano and
Mack, 2011). However, Mebane’s analysis of the 2004 Ohio election results finds
“suspiciously many counties” having “test statistics that exceed the critical value
we would use if we were looking at one test.” However, Mebane then concludes,
“The 2BL test results [for the Presidential election] do not overturn previous
judgements that manipulation of reported vote totals did not determine the election
outcome in Ohio in 2004”, without citing any source of such previous judgements.
In the same article, Mebane claims “statistical analysis supporting allegations that
some [Florida 2004] counties that used electronic voting machines recorded a
surprisingly large number of votes for Bush … was widely discredited” without
citing any source that discredited the surprisingly large number of Bush votes.
Perhaps Mebane refers to a statistical analysis of Florida counties using e-votes,
performed by a group of University of Berkeley political scientists that was
withdrawn by its authors. However, another statistical analysis comparing voter
registration with reported votes showed anomalies favoring Bush in a number of
Florida counties using optical scan voting systems (Dopp et al., 2005). This analysis
was not withdrawn or discredited. However, Jasjeet Sekhon used matching techniques
that eliminated all the suspicious looking optical scan counties prior to his analysis
and thus, not surprisingly, he found no support for outcome-altering vote miscount
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in Florida’s optical scan counties (Sekhon, 2004). Despite Sekhon’s analysis, it was
later observed that the number of reported votes switching from Bush to Kerry in
the Miami Herald manual recount of two and a half optical scan counties, if the same
rate of miscount had held statewide, would have been sufficient to alter the election
outcome and make Kerry the rightful Florida winner.6 With no available evidence
to discern an actual statewide vote switch rate, it will remain unknown if a statewide
manual recount would have altered Florida’s 2004 Presidential outcome. Kerry did
not request any recounts.

Alvarez and Katz in “The case of the 2002 General Election”, chapter nine of
Election Fraud – Detecting and Deterring Electoral Manipulation, propose
comparing officially reported election results with their estimated projections of
vote shares as a method to detect and show the absence of vote fraud (Alvarez and
Katz, 2008). However, their forecasts of the 2002 vote for Governor and Senator are
based on “the previous [2000] vote for President in Georgia counties, as well as the
percentage of county population that is non-white”. We wonder why their projections
were based on the percentage of non-white population whose relative county voting
age population shares may have changed significantly since 2000. In a previous
2001 report, Alvarez et al. note that Georgia “had higher rates of spoiled or
uncounted ballots in the 2000 Presidential election” than Florida, and the third
highest residual vote rate, under and overvotes, of U.S. states, making Georgia’s
2000 Presidential election a questionable milestone for analyzing the integrity of
Georgia’s next election (Alvarez et al., 2001, p. 7). In 2002, Republicans unexpectedly
unseated both incumbent Democrats. In a majority of counties, Alvarez and Katz
found their projections underestimated the Republican vote share in the gubernatorial
contest and overestimated it in the Senate race. Assuming the validity of their
projection method, they reason, “In order for there to be grounds to believe that this
evidence indicates tampering with the voting devices used in Georgia, we would
need to assume that the voting system vendor ... or someone with access to the
voting machines would want to rig the gubernatorial election to favor the Republican
and the Senate race to favor the Democrat.” However, with Georgia’s unverifiable
reported e-votes the only yardstick to verify the accuracy of Alvarez and Katz’s
county forecasts, it is conceivable their estimation method produced values greater
or smaller than the undeterminable Republican vote shares, possibly overestimating

6 The Miami Herald article discussing their partial manual recount of about 2.5 optical scan
counties announced “No Flaw is Found in Bush’s State Win”. However, examination of the
actual number of votes the Miami Herald found miscounted in G.W. Bush’s favor told a
different story and some wondered why the manual recount was halted half-way through the
third optical scan county.
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the unseen Republican vote shares in both contests. Alvarez’s and Katz’s Figure 9-
4 shows the vast majority of counties reporting more than 50% Democratic vote
share in the Senate contest. Assuming their Figure 9-4 is accurate, since the
Democratic candidate lost, the few counties reporting majority Republican vote
share must be disproportionately populous. Instead of comparing reported votes to
an unverifiable projection in an attempt to divine unknowable vote shares, a more
revealing analysis, in our opinion, might have been to compare the pattern of vote
changes from the prior 2000 election in counties whose voting machines were, or
were not, subjected to the installation of last-minute unauthorized Diebold voting
system software updates, with, perhaps, a measure of demographic change since
the 2000 election.

Another method claiming to provide evidence supporting a lack of vote
manipulation in the United States is based on finding an absence of legal prosecutions
by the Department of Justice against vote fraud prosecutions. Delia Bailey in
Caught in the Act: Recent Federal Election Fraud Cases finds “actual cases of
election fraud explicitly intended to affect the outcome of a federal election are
almost nonexistent” (Bailey, 2008). Concluding most fraud cases “were related to
registration fraud, noncitizen voting, and vote-buying schemes”, Bailey recommends
“efforts to prevent election fraud should probably focus on voter registration.”
However, we believe that lack of detectable evidence is not evidence of a lack of
vote manipulation. Because the vast majority of votes today are tallied by trade
secret software by private companies while ballots are largely secured, transported,
and handled by partisan election officials without public right to oversee the
process, vote manipulation or miscount is essentially undetectable today in the
United States.

In a 2011 study of close U.S. House races from 1942 to 2008 Caughey and
Sekhon show that “bare winners and bare losers in U.S. House elections differ
markedly... in financial, experience, and incumbency advantages over their
opponents” and present an argument for dismissing allegations of vote manipulation
in cases when incumbents win re-election in close contests (Caughey and Sekhon,
2011, p. 385-6). Based on the “wellknown fact that candidates, voters, and other
relevant actors behave very differently in highly competitive elections”, they find
a pro-incumbent bias is not due to postelection manipulation because, “the first
reported vote total winner is almost never reversed in subsequent counts, suggesting
that the bias is the result of activities on or before Election Day rather than recounts
or fraud committed after the election.” At first glance, their aggregate analyses of
all close elections from 1942 to 2008 seem logically justified. However, we believe
a test of the question of whether or not evidence is consistent with some proportion
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of close election contest outcomes having been altered by vote miscount or vote
fraud occurring before, during, or after the election would require taking into
account the partisanship of election administrators, the type of voting equipment,
counting and recounting procedures, public ability to verify the election outcome,
and so forth. Some state recount procedures do not recount absentee ballots or may
merely re-upload existing electronic memory cards, and thus are not designed to
detect most types of vote manipulation or, even, all types of innocent miscount
capable of altering an election outcome. For instance, in the United States absentee
and polling place vote tallies are most often aggregated prior to public release of
election results. Thus, mail-in ballots are more susceptible to undetected ballot box
stuffing, up to a level equal to the undervote rate in polling place tallies.7 Ballot
substitution or simply removing ballots is less detectable than polling place ballot
box stuffing in the United States. Deliberate manipulation of election results might
aim to avoid margins less than 0.5% that would trigger state recounts.

On the other hand, degreed election integrity advocates with statistical skills,
such as Richard Charnin and Jonathan Simon, have noticed adjusted exit poll
samples contained responses to questions not only diverging from pre-election
opinion polls but defying reasonable explanation, such as seemingly impossible
returning voter shares from prior elections (Charnin, 2010; Simon and O’Dell,
2011). Analysis of exit poll data and reports released by US media exit pollsters
following the 2004 election found the explanation of “Democrats responding to
polls more than Republicans” inadequate to explain the extent to which Presidential
Ohio exit polls differed from election results and consistent with vote miscount
sufficient to alter the 2004 Presidential outcome (Baiman and Dopp, 2006). This
paper revisits that debate.

Comparative and international relations scholars have employed various
statistical methods to detect patterns consistent with ballot box stuffing or voter
fraud. For example, Myagkov et al. compares turnout rates and candidate vote
shares in homogeneous districts and compares the distribution of turnout rates in
different elections to detect patterns consistent with ballot box stuffing in Russia
(Myagkov et al., 2009, p. 31). Myagkov’s method of reviewing turnout statistics,

7 In New York State, for instance, polling place undervote rates decreased in 2009 when optical
scan machines replaced mechanical lever machines in all or part of 42 upstate counties. In this
election there were some counties initially reporting more votes than the number of total
voters, consistent with an explanation of absentee ballot box stuffing to levels no longer
undetectable in the new voting systems. Worn mechanical lever machine gears were prone
to sometimes not rolling the count from the 9’s to the 0’s.
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although effective for detecting ballot box stuffing in Russia, is unlikely to detect
election manipulation in the United States where reconciliation of the number of
polling place voters with the number of ballots is customary. To detect possible
voter fraud, Fukumoto and Horiuchi used statistical methods to detect patterns of
pre-electoral voter registration changes consistent with voter fraud in Japanese
elections (Fukumoto and Horiuchi, 2011). Ichino and Schundeln used a randomized
field experiment to study the effect of domestic observers deployed to reduce
irregularities in voter registration in a new democracy, Ghana (Ichino and Schundeln,
2012).

3. MODELING EXIT POLL DISCREPANCY

The approach to detecting vote miscount presented herein begins with the underlying
components of the observable reported vote tallies and exit poll results, the
unobservable Democratic and Republican vote shares, Democratic and Republican
exit poll response rates, vote miscount, and random sampling error that create the
observed election and exit poll results (Dopp, 2006, Appendix A). Precinct vote
shares are not directly knowable due to voter anonymity of ballots and because the
process of tallying votes is largely trade secret in U.S. jurisdictions. The true exit
poll response rates are unknown due to the probabilistic nature of random selection
error and possible unknown differences in Republican and Democratic voter exit
poll response rates. Random error is assumed to be normally distributed and its
magnitude determined by sample size.

Algebraic derivation of real-life relationships of these unobservable
subcomponents of observable election and exit poll data enables the simulation of
values for the unobservable random sampling error, unobservable vote miscount
and exit poll response rates, to show how these unseen components cause recognizably
different patterns of within precinct discrepancy (WPD) – the difference between
candidate exit poll and reported vote shares – when WPD results are ordered by the
size of either reported election results or exit poll shares.

Distinct differences in observed patterns of within precinct discrepancy
(WPD) data, permit analysts to estimate the proportions and types of poll response
bias and vote miscount that most probably combined to cause the discrepancies.

3.1 DEFINITIONS AND DERIVATIONS

Exit poll response bias is caused when supporters of one candidate more willingly
respond to exit poll surveys than supporters of an opposing candidate. Partisan exit
poll response rate is the proportion or percentage of voters for each candidate who
complete exit polls.
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For the purposes of this paper focusing on the United States Presidential
contest, vote margin is defined as the Democratic candidate vote share minus the
Republican candidate vote share; and WPD is defined as the difference in the
reported Vote Margin and the Exit Poll Margin for the leading two candidates. For
example, if Obama’s reported precinct vote share is 45.5% and Romney’s reported
share is 47.0%, the reported vote margin is 0.455 – 0.47= 0.015. If Obama’s exit
poll margin is 47% and Romney’s is 45.5% for the same precinct, the WPD is
(0.455– 0.47) – (0.47–0.455) = –0.03 or –3%. Arbitrarily, the Democratic shares
are first. Thus, a negative number reveals exit polls are more favorable and election
results less favorable for Democrats. Conversely, positive discrepancy would mean
exit polls are more favorable than election results for Republicans. We use the
following variables to represent unknown vote shares and vote miscounts,

d = unknown Democratic precinct vote share

r = unknown Republican precinct vote share

sr = unknown precinct vote share shift from Democrats to Republicans

sd = unknown precinct vote share shift from Republicans to Democrats.

Thus, the observable, reported vote share for Democrats is equal to the
unknown Democratic vote share minus any vote share fraudulently shifted to the
Republican candidate from the Democrat plus any vote share fraudulently shifted
to the Democrat from the Republican. That is,

Reported Democratic Vote Share =(d–srd+sdr)

and the Reported Vote Margin between the Democratic and Republican candidate,
out of the Democrat and Republican candidate vote share, is the quantity reported
Democratic vote share minus the Reported Republican vote share, divided by the
sum of the Democratic vote share and the Republican vote share. In other words,

Reported Vote Margin =
− +( ) − + −( )
− +( ) + + −

d s d s r r s d s r

d s d s r r s d s
r d r d

r d r dd
r( ) .

The denominator reduces to d +r in the reported vote margin. If we use the
following variables to represent the true unknown exit poll response rates and
sampling error:

D = unknown share of Democratic voters completing exit polls

R = unknown share of Republican voters completing exit polls

es = random exit polling sampling error

then the Republican exit poll share is the Republican vote share times the
Republican response rate is rR and the reported Exit Poll Margin, out of the
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Democratic and Republican share, is = −
+

dD rR

dD rD
+es and we define within precinct

discrepancy (WPD) as:

WPDmodel =
− +( ) − + −( )
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+
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dD rR

dD rR
er d r d
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(1)

Thus, WPD is defined as official vote share margin minus the weighted exit
poll margin, out of the total such margins for the leading two candidates, in a
particular precinct. The above differences (in margins) are expressed in percentages
(of the total Republican and Democratic vote or poll participant shares). Equation
1 can be rewritten to emphasize the variables that vary by precinct i and simplified
as follows:

WPDmodel = =
−( ) − −( )

+( ) −
−
+

+
1 2 1 2s d s r

d r

d D r R

d D r R
r i d i

i i

i i

i i
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. (2)

Due to our assumption that sr, sd, D, and R are constant over observations, this
method is not designed to detect retail election fraud that does not, usually, alter
U.S. election outcomes. This model assumes the same response rate in strongly
partisan as in evenly split locales, e.g. in equal-sized precincts more Republicans
respond to exit polls in Republican leaning areas because there are more Republicans
there. By the same token, it assumes vote switch rates are constant, i.e., with equal
sized precincts, in strongly partisan precincts, the frequency of vote switching to the
stronger political party is less due to fewer available votes to switch.

3.2 THE KNOWN, OBSERVABLE DATA

Using following variables to represent observed precinct vote shares and exit poll
results,

vd = reported Democrat precinct vote share

vr = reported Republican precinct vote share

pr = Republican precinct exit poll share

 pd = Democrat precinct exit poll share

then the observable precinct vote margin is vd – vr and the observable Exit Poll

Margin, out of the Democratic and Republican share, is 
p p

p p
d r

d r

−
+ and we define the

observable within precinct discrepancy (WPD)
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WPDobservable =
−
+( ) −

−
+

v v

v v

p p

p p
d r

d r

d r

d r

.

We define WPDobservable in the exact same manner as the polling company,
EdisonMitofsky, defined “Within Precinct Error” (WPE) in their January 19, 2005
report on the 2004 election (Mitofsky, 2005). “Discrepancy” is a more descriptive
term than “error” because the difference between exit poll and official vote margins
is not necessarily caused by poll sampling error or response bias.

3.3 THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION

Given theWPDobservable data, and our WPDmodel, maximum likelihood estimation
methods enable us to find the combination of vote shift and exit poll response bias
most likely to have created the WPDobservable data by finding parameter values of
vote miscount sr and sd and exit poll response bias pd and pr that minimize the
difference between WPDmodel and WPDobservable. In other words, an optimization
computer program tests possible values of the parameters sr,sd,R, and D and returns
values minimizing the difference between the observed and model WPD. The
computer program identifies values of sr, sd, pd, and pr that minimize the expression:

 WPDmodel – WPDobservable=

              =
−( ) − −( )

+
−

−
+

+
1 2 1 2s d s r

d r

d D r R

d D r R
er i d i
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p p
d r

d r

d r

d r

. (3)

We algebraically simplified the numerator in WPDmodel by combining like
terms. However, we need to solve for the reported vote shares in terms of the unseen
vote shares and vote shift rates. As a simplifying assumption, because the vote share
of third party candidates is very small in Presidential contests, we assume there is
no vote shifting between major and minor candidates. Thus, we can assume that the
sum of reported vote shares of the top two candidates equals the sum of their
unknown real vote shares, vd +vr = d+r. This assumption gives us two equations in
the two unknowns, allowing us to solve for and replace the unknown d and r by
expressions in terms of the known quantities vd and vr and two constant unknown
vote switch rate parameters sr and sd. Any estimation error this assumption would
cause will be very small unless we have reason to believe that a strong third party
candidate’s votes were shifted. Since most voters strategically vote for one of the
projected top two candidates, a strong third party candidate is unlikely in a United
States Presidential election.
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Using these simplifying assumptions, an algebraic solution for the unobserved
precinct vote shares, d and r, is possible in terms of the observed reported vote shares
vd and vr and the unobserved constant rates of vote shifting, sr and sd, by solving the
following two equations in two unknowns for di and ri for each precinct:

1 2 1 2−( ) − −( ) = −

+ = +

s d s r v v

v v d r

r i d i d r

d r i i
.

The algebraic solutions are:

r
v v s v s

s s

d
v v s v s

s s

i
r r r d r

d r

i
d d d r d

d

=
− −

− −

=
− −

− −

1

1
rr

.

These can be substituted in the expressions for di and ri into the expression 4
above, leaving us with four unknown parameters: the unobservable rates of vote
shift to the Republican or Democratic candidate, sr and sd, and the exit poll response
rates of Republican and Democratic voters R, and D. For a given set of precincts,
we can now use the observed precinct vote and exit poll shares, vd,vr,pd,pr to estimate
the ratio of values for partisan response bias, D/R or R/D, and the rates of vote shift,
sd and sr most likely to have caused the discrepancies between exit polls and vote
miscount.Thus, we can estimate a combination of overall vote miscount and exit
poll response bias most probable to have caused the observable WPD by minimizing
the sum of absolute values of the precinct-level differences given in expression 4.
For a particular group of precincts, we assume a constant rate of vote shift from one
candidate to another across precincts. Although some have proposed that the rate
of vote shift might increase as precinct-size increases, the WPDmodel herein does not
depend on precinct size. For equal sized precincts, the number of votes shifted
increases as the share of target votes increases.

3.4 SIMULATION AND ESTIMATION OF OBSERVABLE WPD PATTERNS

Computer simulation of election and poll test data using equation 2 demonstrates
the patterns created by response bias and vote miscount. The resulting simulated
WPD provides test data to evaluate the efficacy of maximum likelihood estimation
for recovering the underlying causes of within-precinct discrepancies (WPD)
patterns. We use the square root of the product of Republican and Democratic vote
shares divided by the number of average respondents in each precinct in the Ohio

2004 Presidential election, σ = ×d r numeresp
i i

 as the standard deviation of the
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error term to randomly generate normally distributed sampling error.
Maximum likelihood estimation reliably recovers accurate estimates of the

relative rates of partisan response bias and rate and direction of vote miscount used
to simulate the WPD test data. To estimate specific, rather than relative proportion
of partisan response rates requires knowing precinct poll sample sizes. We used an
R program to iterate the optimization of our maximum likelihood function 200
times using the SANN method with 30,000 maximum iterations. We calculated the
means of the resulting 200 parameter estimations and calculated standard deviations
for each parameter recovered. The same initial parameter start values were used for
each iteration, although much smaller standard deviations could be obtained by
passing the prior iteration’s parameter estimate to each subsequent iteration. We
report the estimated parameters as well as the sum of the absolute residuals between
the simulated and estimated WPD as a measure of fit of the model, and the standard
deviations of the 200 estimates of the parameter values for (1) vote switch favoring
the Democrat, (2) vote switch favoring the Republican, and (3) Democrat to
Republican response rate.

The following figures visually show the WPD patterns resulting from various
combinations of vote miscount and response bias favoring either the Republican or
Democratic political party and compare the maximum likelihood estimates with the
parameters used to simulate the WPD, the underlying, unobservable rates of vote
miscount and poll response bias. The curve in each figure is the model estimate
obtained via maximum likelihood estimation. If WPD were graphed by Republican,
rather than by Democratic, vote share assuming the Republican plus Democratic
vote share is 100%, the figures would merely be reflected around a vertical line
where both party vote shares are 50%. Thus, it is sufficient to graph WPD solely by
Democratic or, alternatively, solely by Republican vote share. For ease of
comprehension, we plot only by the Democratic vote share to understand the
distinctive WPD patterns caused by vote miscount and/or poll response bias.

3.5 NO VOTE MISCOUNT, NO POLL RESPONSE BIAS

Figure 1 shows the WPD pattern resulting from random sampling error alone, with
no vote miscount and no poll response bias. In other words, when Republicans and
Democrats respond to exit polls at equal rates and there is no systematic vote
miscount favoring one party, WPD (shown by black dots) displays the pattern
shown in Figure 1, when plotted against reported vote shares. A similar pattern
results when WPD is plotted against exit poll shares.8 The pattern is symmetric

8 The black dots showing WPD values would be shifted right or left by half the amount of WPD
when plotted by exit poll values.
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around the horizontal line at zero WPD because a random sampling error is equally
likely to cause negative or positive discrepancy. Random sampling error has
greatest magnitude when partisanship is balanced near 50-50 because the product
of Democratic and Republican vote share, di*ri, is largest there (see the formula for
σ). The dashed lines in Figure 1 represent the 95% confidence interval on either side
of the predicted model for WPD.

Figure 1: WPD pattern, resulting sampling error, with no miscount, no exit poll response
bias

Table 3 shows that our maximum likelihood method recovers the simulated
parameters of no vote miscount, and recovers the ratio of Democrat to Republican
response bias used to generate our data within 1.5%.

Table 3: Simulation test of MLE method: No miscount or bias as in Figure 1.

Simulation Test Simulated MLE SD

vote switch to Dem 0 0.000 0
vote switch to Rep 0 0.000 0
Dem: Rep response rate 1 1.005 0.003

(n,∑absolute residuals)                        (101, 3.440)

Note: Maximum likelihood estimation estimates zero vote miscount and virtually no poll

response bias in the simulated WPD data.
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Whenever social outcomes are created by multiple causal processes, data
created by one process may mask detection of another causal process. Different
causal processes may be at work to produce positive WPD as opposed to negative
WPD. Because each precinct i provides an additive term of the model shown in
equation 2, we believe groups of precincts thought to be governed by disparate
causal processes may be analyzed separately and the results combined in a weighted
average. We tested such separate analyses for simulated data and recovered
estimates of simulated parameters on all basic combinations of vote shift and
response bias, but have not provided a mathematical proof.

Our simulations show that positive and negative WPD may be analyzed
separately and the estimated parameter results combined, using weighted averages,
to estimate overall rates of vote miscount and poll response bias. Weights are based
on the number of observations in each subgroup. Table 4 shows the estimates from
separate estimation of vote miscount and response bias in precincts exhibiting
negative WPD versus positive WPD. This method may decrease the sum of absolute
residual errors of the estimated model from analyzing the data set as a whole. The
advantage of this method is to obtain a more detailed estimate of the causes of each
subgroup of the data, when different causal processes may be occurring in each
subset and the entire data set cannot be explained by a single model. We shall use
this method to explain the discrepancy data in the 2004 Ohio United States
Presidential election data. Precincts might best be split into groups for separate
analyses based on independent variables such as the partisanship of election
administrators, post-election audit quality, or the voting vendor servicing or
administering voting systems. However, the 2004 Ohio Presidential election data
lacks precinct identifiers. Thus, to obtain a better fit in terms of lower residuals, for
an overall estimated model we surmise different causal processes may be at work
to generate negative versus positive WPD and, then, weight the combined average
by the number of precincts in each group. This assumes a constant selection interval
rate by pollsters inviting voters to fill out exit poll surveys in each Ohio precinct.
The details of polling methods would dictate how separate analyzed precinct
parameters would be recombined. There may be better methods for recombining
separate estimates of precinct groups.

Table 4: Positive & negative WPD may be analyzed separately and then combined in a
weighted average.

Simulation Positive WPD Negative WPD Combined
Test Value MLE SD MLE SD MLE SD

Vote switch to Dem 0 0.003 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.002
Vote switch to Rep 0 0.000 0.001 0.007 0.005 0.003 0.003
Dem:Rep response rate 1 0.934 0.009 1.063 0.022 1.000 0.015
(n,∑absolute residuals) (51, 1.147) (48, 0.867) (99, 2.014)
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3.6 PARTISAN VOTE MISCOUNT, NO POLL BIAS

Systematic vote miscount favoring one candidate, in contrast to the pattern in
Figure 1, causes a linear sloped pattern when WPD is plotted against vote shares.
When WPD is defined as in equation 2, vote switching from Democrats to
Republicans causes negative WPD, whereas vote switching from Republicans to
Democrats causes positive WPD. Figure 2 shows the WPD pattern caused by
systematic vote miscount favoring the Republican candidate (left) and by systematic
vote miscount favoring the Democratic candidate (right). Anyone with access to
precinct-level exit poll and vote tally data may use the methods outlined in this
paper to detect patterns consistent with vote miscount.

Figure 2: WPD pattern resulting from vote miscount. Figure 2A shows miscount favoring
the Republican candidate. Figure 2B shows miscount favoring the Democratic

candidate. Sloped lines are the maximum likelihood estimates; the dashed lines are
the 95% confidence intervals.

Table 5: Simulation test of MLE method: Vote miscount as in Figures 2A & B.

Vote Miscount Vote Miscount
Simulation Test Favoring Republicans Favoring Democrats

Simulated MLE SD Simulated MLE SD

Vote switch to Dem 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.100 0.094 0.007
Vote switch to Rep 0.100 0.098 0.015 0.000 0.000 0.001

Dem:Rep response ratio 1.000 1.008 0.046 1.000 0.990 0.017
(n,∑absolute residuals) (101, 3.491) (101, 2.838)

Note: In Figure 2A, 10% of votes are switched from the Democrat to the Republican
candidate. In Figure 2B 10% of votes are switched from the Republican to the Democratic
candidate. Simulated parameters are recovered with maximum likelihood estimation.
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Absolute WPD is closer to zero when there are fewer target votes to switch and
is largest in magnitude when there is a target rich environment. For instance, in the
left figure, when votes are switched to Republicans, WPD is closest to zero when
Republican vote shares are close to 100% and Democratic vote shares are close to
zero; and WPD magnitude is largest, when Republican vote share is negligible and
Democratic vote shares greater. If votes are merely not recorded or not tallied for
one candidate, rather than being switched, the effect on the size of WPD will be one-
half as large. For example, not counting 10% of a candidate’s votes produces
equivalent WPD to switching 5% of a candidate’s vote to the opposing candidate.
Thus, this method detects systematic vote miscount regardless of whether votes are
switched, not counted, or padded in favor of one candidate.

3.7 PARTISAN POLL RESPONSE BIAS, NO VOTE MISCOUNT

Figure 3 shows exit poll response bias causes a “U” or “reverse U” WPD pattern.
Again defining WPD as in equation 2, the curved shape, like a flying bird with wings
down occurs when more Republicans than Democrats respond to pollsters, whereas,
WPD is shaped like a “U” when more Democrats respond at a higher rate. WPD is
greatest in precincts where the vote is 50/50 and the difference in response rates has
a greater effect.

Figure 3: WPD pattern caused by exit poll response bias, WPD defined in eq. 2. Left, 3A,
Republicans respond more. Right, 3B, Democrats respond more. The solid curves

are maximum likelihood estimates, and dashed lines are the 95% confidence
intervals.
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Table 6: Simulation test: Figure 3A, Republicans responding to polls more than Democrats.
Figure 3B, Democrats responding more to polls than Republicans.

Simulation Test Simulated Max. Like. Sum of
Value Estimate SD Abs. Residuals

Vote switch to Dem 0 0.000 0.000
Vote switch to Rep 0 0.000 0.000
Dem:Rep response ratio (fig 3A) 0.769 0.775 0.031 3.095
Dem:Rep response ratio (fig 3B) 1.3 1.283 0.023 3.207

Note: Figure 3A, Republicans responding to polls more than Democrats. Figure 3B,
Democrats responding more

3.8 COMBINATIONS OF PARTISAN POLL RESPONSE BIAS AND VOTE
MISCOUNT

This section tests how the method recovers the approximate rate and direction of
vote miscount and response bias ratios when in simulated data created by
combinations of vote miscount and poll response bias. There are four possible
permutations of exit poll response bias and vote miscount. Two of these are shown
in Figure 4. As would be expected, WPD patterns caused by combinations of vote
miscount and response bias combine the curvilinear “U” shape caused by response
bias with the straight sloping line shape resulting from partisan vote switching.
Table 7 shows the results of testing our method on the simulated data shown in Figure
4. The set of errors in parameter estimates are 0.002,0.004,0.017,0.001,0.001,0.014.
Tests of the method on simulations of the other two types of combinations of
miscount and response bias produce similar results. Table 8 demonstrates how
separate analyses of negative and positive WPD may be combined via a weighted
average to recover the approximate simulation parameters for vote miscount and
response bias ratio. The set of errors in combined parameter estimates are
0.044,0.003,0.175. The simulated vote shift and response bias rates are
underestimated.
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Table 7: Simulation test: Combination miscount and response bias as shown in figures 4A
and 4B.

Simulation Test A. Dem. Response Bias A. Repub. Response Bias
Miscount for Republican Miscount for Democrat

Simulated MLE SD Simulated MLE SD

Vote switch to Dem 0 0.002 0.002 0.10 0.099 0.015
Vote switch to Rep 0.1 0.096 0.018 0 0.001 0.001

Dem:Rep response ratio 1.3 1.317 0.068 0.769 0.755 0.046

(n,∑ absolute residuals) (101, 3.437) (101, 2.866)

Note: Estimated MLE parameters when a combination of vote miscount and poll response
bias is simulated. Figure 4A shows more Democrats responding to polls and miscount
favoring Republicans. Figure 4B shows more Republicans responding to polls and
miscount favoring Democrats.

Table 8: Simulation test: Democrat response bias and miscount for Democrat. Negative and

positive WPD analyzed separately.

Simulation Negative WPD Positive WPD Combined
Test Value MLE SD MLE SD MLE

Vote switch to Dem 0.1 0.037 0.026 0.072 0.027 0.056
Vote switch to Rep 0.0 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.003

Dem Rep response ratio 1.3 1.174 0.063 1.083 0.100 1.125

(n,∑absolute residuals) (46, 0.996) (54, 1.708) (100, 2.704)

Figure 4: WPD patterns caused by distinct combinations of partisan vote miscount and poll
(black dots). The solid curved lines are the maximum likelihood estimates.
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4. OHIO POLL DISCREPANCIES: 2004 U.S. PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

The Ohio 2004 Presidential election results determined the President of the United
States by awarding its 20 electoral votes to George W. Bush. If Ohio has awarded
its electoral votes to John Kerry, John Kerry, rather than G.W. Bush would have been
President. Small manipulations of votes can alter election outcomes (Franco et al.,
2004). In Ohio, the margin between winner and loser was 118,775 votes, on average
less than 11 votes each in Ohio’s 11,359 precincts. Several analyses of Ohio’s
election results suggested the President of the United States may not have been
selected by the will of voters (House Committee on the Judiciary, 2005; Kennedy
Jr., 2006; Miller, 2005).

These 49 observations are all the precinct-level exit poll data corresponding
to precinct election results available for US elections where this level of data is not
normally publicly released.

WPD may be plotted by either exit poll shares or by reported vote shares to
evaluate which observed precincts seem least likely to be caused by partisan
response bias. For instance, WPD greater than absolute value 0.40 not located
where vote and poll shares are near 50/50 is not consistent with poll response bias.
Positive WPD is consistent with vote miscount favoring Democrats or, alternatively,
with more Republicans responding to the polls where vote shares are closer to 50/
50; whereas, negative WPD is consistent with vote miscount favoring Republicans
or more Democrats responding to polls than Republicans where vote shares are
closer to 50/50. See Figure 5.

Figure 5: WPD pattern in the Ohio 2004 Presidential Election. The curved lines are the
maximum likelihood estimates. The left figure plots WPD (black dots) by reported

vote share and the right figure plots WPD by reported exit poll share.
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Maximum likelihood analysis of the 2004 Ohio Presidential election and exit
poll discrepancy data using the method demonstrated in this paper is consistent with
Democrats responding to exit polls more than Republicans. See Table 10. However,
Figure 5 shows a much wider vertical spread of positive and negative WPD values
than expected. In other words, there are precincts with larger than expected WPD
due to sampling error or response bias.

Although the overall WPD pattern is consistent with more Democrats
responding to polls than Republicans, WPD magnitude is much greater than what
would be expected due to random chance. The jagged-looking confidence interval
shown in Figure 6 is due to variations in precinct sample size.

Figure 6: WPD pattern in the Ohio 2004 Presidential Election. The curved lines are the
maximum likelihood estimates. The jagged dashed lines are the conservative

confidence interval using poll sample sizes.
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Table 9: 2004 Ohio reported election results

Party Candidate Votes Percentage

Republican George W. Bush 2,858,727 51.06%
Democrat John Kerry 2,739,952 48.94%
Total 5,598,679 100.00%

Source: http://uselectionatlas.org/RESULTS/

Table 10: Ohio 2004 Presidential election: Precinct-level discrepancies between exit poll and
election results.

2004 Ohio Presidential Election MLE SD

vote switch to Dem 0.001 0.004
vote switch to Rep 0.001 0.005

Dem to Rep response ratio 1.324 0.044

(n,∑absolute residuals) (49, 6.703)

Using a conservatively-wide 95% confidence interval extending 1.96 standard
deviations from both zero and our model’s predictions, 34.7% of WPD falls outside

this 95% confidence interval. We use the actual number of respondents in each Ohio

precinct to define a standard deviation, σ = × ⋅v v numeresp oh
d r

, and a 95%

confidence interval (–1.96× σ,+1.96×σ) that might be expected due to simple
random sampling error and response bias. However, 10.2% of WPD falls outside
this confidence interval in the positive direction (favoring Democrats in the election
results) and 24.5% is outside in the negative direction (favoring Republicans in the
election results). Thus, exit poll response bias alone cannot explain the amount of
discrepancy between polls and election results in the 2004 Ohio Presidential
election. In other words, this analysis, although confirming the pollsters’ explanation
of more Democrats responding to polls than Republicans, fails to provide support
for the accuracy of Ohio’s 2004 Presidential election outcome. Given actual
reported vote margins, is the amount and direction of unexplained, highly improbable
discrepancy sufficient to have altered the election outcome?

4.1. ANALYSIS OF OHIO 2004 POSITIVE & NEGATIVE WPD SEPARATELY

To try to explain why 34.7% of precinct WPD falls outside our generous 95%
confidence interval, we consider that diverse processes may be generating WPD in
precincts having positive, as opposed to negative WPD. Thus, we analyze the 36
precincts having negative, WPD separately from the 10 precincts with positive
WPD and use a weighted average to estimate the overall rates of vote shift and
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response bias. If we analyze all positive WPD observations separately from all
negative WPD outcomes separately, including all our data in the analysis, we
obtain an overall estimate of 4.2% vote shift from Democrat John Kerry to

Republican George W. Bush, resulting in a total margin change of 8.4%, well above

the officially reported margin of 2.5% of the vote. See Table 11. We use 36

46
=.7826

and 10

46
= 0.2174 as our weights for calculating weighted means and sums of the

combined positive and negative WPD. The Democrat to Republican response bias
estimate becomes 0.773× .2174+1.394×.7826 = 1.259 and, similarly, the estimate
for vote shift to the Republican candidate is 0.001×.2174+0.054×0.7826 = 0.042.

We get a 38.8% reduction in the unexplained sum of absolute residual error
from 6.7 to 4.1, when we separately analyze the negative and positive WPD.

If candidates were provided timely access to this type of data, it would
behoove the losing candidate, in this case the Democratic Senator Kerry, to demand
on-the-ground investigations of election results in jurisdictions with precincts
having widely such diverging negative WPD.

In Ohio, the state whose electoral votes gave G.W. Bush the election by a

margin of 2.1% of its two-party votes, vote miscount consistent with our analysis,

shifting 4.2% in 46

49
= 93.88% of precincts, would shift approximately 3.94% of the

total votes , thus, altering the margin 7.88 percentage points. A 7.88% margin shift
in Ohio is roughly triple the reported Ohio margin. Given the close margin, the
secrecy of vote tallying, and the amount of unexplained discrepancy, it seems likely
that vote miscount determined the 2004 U.S. Presidential election outcome. This
analysis is consistent with the findings of other investigations of Ohio’s 2004
electoral outcomes by investigators such as Bob Fitrakis and Richard Hayes
Phillips.9

4.2. OTHER ANALYSES OF THE OHIO 2004 ELECTION RESULTS

The Ohio 2004 Presidential election outcome has been called into question by
analyses of the exit polls as well as by on-the-ground investigations (Baiman and
Dopp, 2006; Charnin, 2010; Fitrakis et al., 2006; Freeman, 2005, 2006; Freeman
and Bleifuss, 2011; House Committee on the Judiciary, 2005; Miller, 2005;
Phillips, 2007). None of these analyses were published in academic journal articles,

9 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bob_Fitrakis,
http://www.commondreams.org/views06/0601-34.htm, and
http://www.yuricareport.com/2004%20Election%20Fraud/AffidavitPhillipsShows
KerrynbCouldWinOhio.html
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although several are by scholars and one is a U.S. Congressional report. In 2004,
Ohio post-election audits were found to be tampered with and were, thus, not
effective to detect vote miscount.10 Using conservative assumptions of clustered
samples, analyses of the national exit poll showed discrepancies with election
results that would have probability less than one to 780,000 if sampled from the
same population (Baiman, 2004; Freeman, 2005). Five out of eleven of the critical
states that swung the election to Bush exhibited discrepancies between exit polls
and election results that would be expected in less than 5% of samples from the
population of election results.

Table 11: Ohio 2004 United States Presidential Election: Estimates for overall vote miscount
and exit poll response bias consistent with the discrepancy pattern between vote

miscount and polls

2004 Ohio Presidential Election Positive WPD Negative WPD Combined
MLE SD MLE SD MLE

vote switch to Dem 0.003 0.012 0.001 0.008 0.00
vote switch to Rep 0.001 0.003 0.054 0.025 0.042
Dem to Rep response ratio 0.773 0.059 1.394 0.093 1.259

(n,avgPrecinctSize) (10, 77.6) (36, 84.5) (49, 82.4)
∑absolute residuals 0.798 3.302 4.1

The Ohio data this paper analyzes was originally obtained and analyzed in a
paper published online by the Election Science Institute (ESI). They claimed to
show that the Ohio precinct-level discrepancy “data do not support accusations of
election fraud”. ESI’s report was withdrawn from the ESI web site some time after
the inferential logic of its argument was proven to be incorrect (Dopp, 2005). The
2006 ESI data and report are available on the wayback site.11  To our knowledge, no
prior analyses of the 2004 Ohio precinct-level exit poll and election results data
have been published in a peer-reviewed academic journal.

10 See “Ohio Elections Officials Convicted of Tampering with 2004 Presidential Recount”,
http://www.opednews.com/articles/opedne_steven_l_070125_ohio_
elections_offic.htm

11 http://web.archive.org/
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5. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

When the data is available, the method described herein estimates the proportions
of exit poll response bias and vote miscount most consistent with the pattern of
observed within precinct discrepancy between the weighted, unadjusted exit poll
and reported vote shares. This provides a means to roughly estimate election results
accuracy in situations where the public lacks the right to directly verify ballot
security and vote tally integrity by employing real-life algebraic relationships
between the variables. The validity of the method is supported by recovery of
simulation parameters of vote miscount and exit poll response bias that produce
unique discrepancy patterns in observable discrepancies between vote tallies and
exit poll shares. We hope future researchers can improve upon our maximum
likelihood estimation algorithms.

Future analyses might compare jurisdictions using different trade-secret
voting systems or voting systems maintained by separate entities, or compare
jurisdictions administered by partisans of one political party versus another. Exit
poll discrepancy patterns could be compared between swing and non-swing states
or between jurisdictions conducting meaningful post-election manual audits versus
those jurisdictions conducting no audits or that use inauditable voting systems.

Within precinct discrepancy of the 2004 United States Presidential election
results in Ohio show a pattern sufficiently consistent with vote miscount to have
altered the United States Presidential election outcome. If candidate Senator John
Kerry had had access to precinct-level exit poll and election results data and used
this analysis method on the Ohio 2004 Presidential election results, he may have
demanded further investigations of Ohio’s election results rather than making a
quick concession.
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